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Resistive switching (RS) and Resistive Random Access Memories (ReRAMs) that exploit it have attracted
huge interests for next generation non volatile memory (NVM) applications, also thought to be able to
overcome flash memories limitations when arranged in crossbar arrays. A cornerstone of their potential
success is that the RS between two different resistive states, usually High (HRS, High resistive state) and
Low(LRS, Low Resistive State) is an intrinsic non-volatile phenomenon with the two states thermodynamically
stable. Titanium Dioxide is one of the most common materials known to show non-volatile RS. In this paper
we report the first observed volatile resistive switching (VRS) in a Titanium Dioxide thin film. The aim of
this paper is to study and understand the VRS phenomenon to give an extensive picture of its underlying
Physics. A possible exploitation of the VRS could be in access devices in ReRAM crossbar arrays.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade memory technology has seen the rise
of a new, potentially game-changer device for NVMs, the
Memristor. This two terminal device, categorized as a
fundamental circuital component together with Resistor,
Capacitor and Inductor, has been postulated more than
40 years ago1. Yet, it stood from the fog of mere theory
and it became reality just recently, when the resistive
switching of a Titanium Dioxide thin film was for the
first time related with memristor theory.2 The RS phe-
nomenon consists in the reversible modification of the
devices’ internal resistance, switching between two, or
more, stable resistive states. Devices that exploit RS
phenomena are called ReRAMs and are now thought to
be one of the best candidates to overcome FLASH limita-
tions, due to their scalability and 3-D stacking capabili-
ties when arranged in ordered arrays known as crossbars.
The RS is indeed ideal for NVM applications: to switch
between HRS and LRS the devices need to be driven
just by voltage bias. When a device switches from HRS
to LRS the process is usually known as SET operation
whilst the opposite operation to restore the HRS is, on
the contrary, known as RESET. The difference between
SET and RESET could be in terms of voltage polarity
(positive or negative) or different compliance current, de-
pending on the device technology.3 The HRS are non-
volatile phenomena: HRS and LRS are two thermody-
namically stable states of the same system and In order
to induce a transition a voltage bias is required. This
behaviour paved the way for their usage in NVM field.

From this original spark, the research boomed and
many materials have been demonstrated to achieve a
non-volatile RS, such as other oxides like Titanium
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Dioxide,4 Hafnium Oxide,5 Nickel Oxide6, Tungsten
Oxide7, chalcogenides8 or oxide heterostructures.

Yet, it has been reported that resistive switching may
also be volatile in few structures based on a vacuum (gap)
layer between two electrodes9 or based on a Cu/TaO2

stack10: the achieved LRS is not stable and automatically
switches back to HRS without a RESET.

It is straightforward to conclude that a Volatile RS
(VRS) is no longer useful for NVM applications, since
every bit stored would be inherently self-cancelled by the
volatility effect. Yet, it has been shown9 how the RS
volatility could be used to solve a huge problem related
with the NVM-usage of ReRAM crossbars: sneak cur-
rents. These currents rise during the crossbar readout
process and are due to the combined effect of the ReRAM
passive and bistable nature plus the shared bit and word
line between different ReRAMs in the array that form
alternative current paths with resistance lower or com-
parable to the targeted one, as can be seen from figure
1. The whole effect is that the readout process can be
seriously compromised11.

To avoid sneak currents, an access devices or selector
should be coupled with the ReRAM at each intersection
between a word and a bit line in the array. Different ex-
amples of different selector systems have indeed been re-
ported in literature.12−13−14−15−16−17 It is mandatory
that the access device supplies enough non-linearity to
the system to suppress sneak currents and that it must be
compatible with crossbar fabrication. Hence, a filamen-
tary switching device can be exploited as access device
to tackle sneak currents due to its sharp turn on slope.

In this paper we present a VRS achieved with a 5
nm thick quasi-stoichiometric Titanium Dioxide thin film
sandwiched within two nickel electrodes. The aim of this
paper is to electrically characterize the film and the VRS
in order to investigate the Physics of the phenomenon,
so far unreported in the TiO2 films.
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FIG. 1. Sneak current paths in ReRAM crossbar arrays
through unselected cells. Current tends to flow through the
lowest resistance path.

A model based to describe the volatile filamentary
switching is also proposed and after a comparative analy-
sis with other different mechanisms that could have given
rise to a similar phenomena like Metal-Insulator Transi-
tions (MIT). The possible exploitation of the VRS for
ReRAM crossbar arrays access devices, due to the high
non linearity of the phenomenon, is also briefly discussed.

II. METHODS

The symmetric metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure
investigated in this work was fabricated starting from a
6-inch silicon wafer. A 200 nm thick layer of Silicon Diox-
ide was thermally grown via dry oxidation at 1000◦. A
5 nm thick titanium layer as been deposited as adhe-
sive layer for the subsequent 30 nm thick Nickel bottom
electrode. Both adhesive and bottom electrode layers
were deposited via e-beam evaporation. The 5-nm TiO2

active layer was deposited via RF sputtering using an
AJA ORION sputterer from a 4-inch Ti target (purity
≥ 99.9%) in a Oxygen-Nitrogen rich environment (4.5
sccm oxygen flow and 10 sccm nitrogen flow). Finally,
a 30 nm thick Nickel Top Electrode was deposited again
via e-beam evaporation. The layers were patterned via
standard optical lithography. The lithography workflow
followed this order for all the layers: spinning, exposure
with negative tone masks, development and finally, ma-
terial deposition. The devices sizes span from 1x1 to
60x60µm2. The devices have a crossbar layout, as can be
seen from figure 2.

The oxidation states of the deposited TiO2 film have
been studied via High-resolution XPS analysis. X-ray
photoemission spectra were recorded by a Thermo Scien-
tific Theta Probe Angle-Resolved X-Ray Photoelectron
Spectrometer system.

1 µm

(b)
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Ni Bottom Electrode

TiO  active layer
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FIG. 2. (a) Volatile Resistive Switching Selector device stack,
shown not in scale. (b) Scanning Electron Microscope im-
age of a 1x1µm2 selector device, showing the same layout as
ReRAM crossbar arrays.

A monochromated Al Kα X-ray source (hν=1486.6 eV)
with a beam size of 400400 µm2 was used, operating at
6.7 mA emission current, 15 kV anode bias and 2·10−9

mbar base pressure. Photoelectrons were collected over
a cone of ±30◦. Data were collected with a pass en-
ergy of 200 eV and 50 eV for the survey and core level
spectra, respectively. Survey and core level spectra were
collected with 0.5 eV and 0.02 eV binding energy step,
accordingly. The samples (TiO2−x thin films deposited
on clean Si substrates), were inserted in the XPS cham-
ber right after their deposition, to minimize the surface
re-oxidation due to exposure in air and allow for more
accurate measurements of the actual thin film chemical
composition. The C 1s peak has been always present
on our thin films due to exposure in air and served as
a convenient reference for charge shift correction. All
data were analysed using the Avantage package. All the
detected energies coincide with average reference ener-
gies from the NIST X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Database.18 The electrical DC-IV characterization was
carried out using a Keithley SCS4200 semiconductor de-
vice analyzer. Two tungsten needles were contacted with
top and bottom electrodes of the MIM stack. One of the
two electrodes was kept grounded, whilst the voltage bias
was applied on the other.

Two configurations were tested: one configuration in
which the bottom electrode was grounded and the volt-
age bias applied to the top electrode, labelled as config-
uration A. The opposite configuration, in which the top
electrode was grounded and the bottom was biased, will
be referred as configuration B throughout the paper. All
the voltage sweeps were triangular, starting from 0 volt
to Vstop and back to 0 V with two different V̇ = dV/dt: V̇

= 2 Vs−1 and V̇ = 2·10−2 Vs−1. These tests were made
to evaluate the different response of the MIM system to
different electric field variation rates.
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FIG. 3. XPS Characterization of the sputtered titanium dioxide 5 nm thick thin film.

III. RESULTS

A. XPS characterization

Figure 3-(a) portrays the survey spectrum of TiO2−x

thin film and all the resulting peaks from photoemission.
O 1s, O 2p, Ti 2s, Ti 2p (doublet), Ti 3s and Ti 3p, peaks
were present at the survey spectrum. C 1s was detected
at 285.0 eV and was used for charge shift correction. The
occurrence of Si 2s and Si 2p peaks at 153.0 and 102.0
eV (shown in the inset) is associated with the TiO2−x

film thickness (5 nm) and the Si substrate. The valence
band edge was detected in the binding energy range of
0-10 eV. Ti 2p core level spectrum is shown in detail in
Figure 3-(b). Its spin-orbit components, p1/2 and p3/2, at
458.9 eV (yellow) and 464.7 eV (cyan), respectively, were
both of them associated with Ti4+ populations. Figure 3-
(c), reveals the lower binding energy area of the Ti 2p1/2

peak, at 459-456 eV. There, it can be seen more clearly,
that the p1/2 component was fitted with an additional
peak at 457.4 eV (pink), which was associated with a
very small population of Ti3+ ions and therefore oxygen
vacancies. The octahedral coordination of Ti in Figure 3-
(c), is to give a generic visual representation of an oxygen
vacancy next to a Ti3+ ion and it doesnt correspond to
calculated bond angles and distances for this TiO2−x thin
film. The concentrations of Ti4+ and Ti3+ ions were
calculated after appropriate peak fitting and they were
97.7 and 2.3 % at., respectively. This result brings us to
the conclusion that, our TiO2−x thin film is very close
to stoichiometry, with x being in the range of 0.03-0.05.
Therefore we will refer to the film simply as TiO2 for the
rest of the paper.

B. Electrical Characterization

The pristine resistance of all the 1x1 µm2 device tested,
disregarding the configuration and V̇ used, have shown a

resistance always above

The Logaritmic Current-Voltage(IV) curve of a device
under test can be seen in figure 4: the sweep was carried
out in configuration A and with V̇ = 2 Vs−1. The first
sweep (shown as a dashed line) initially finds the device
in its pristine HRS. The measured current is 20 pA, re-
sulting in a resistance of 500 GΩ. After this value, the
current starts to rise with an exponential trend, suggest-
ing a conduction mechanism related to Trap-Mediated
Tunneling, Fowler-Nordheim emission or Schottky emis-
sion at the interface. At -4.5 V, the current spikes and
the device switches to a LRS of 10 kΩ. This LRS is kept
till the voltage increases from -5 V to 0 V in the last
part of the triangular sweep. The subsequent sweep, in-
dependently of its polarity, finds the device again in its
pristine like HRS without a previous RESET step of any
kind. At negative polarities, the HRS is now kept till -2.5
V.50 GΩ.
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FIG. 4. IV characteristics curve of the Ni-TiO2. The de-
vice self resets itself when the bias is removed, restoring the
original HRS state.
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FIG. 5. Switching Top and Bottom electrode changed the
polarity of the electroforming: IV comparison from test con-
figuration A, shown in (a) and B, shown in (b).

Subsequently, a transition occurs, similarly to the first
sweep. The achieved LRS has a resistance of 10 kΩ and
it is exactly the same achieved previously. The same
behaviour is obtained at positive polarities: the device
starts from its HRS and switches at 3 V to the same
LRS. The voltage thresholds for the switching are found
to be generally lower (or higher, in case of negative polar-
ities) after the first switching (e.g. from -4.5 of the first
sweep to -2.5 V for the subsequent sweep at V<0): there-
fore, the first sweep will be referred as electroforming (or
simply forming) sweep.

The LRS state is found to be linear (R2 >0.999) as
can be seen from the LRS states of figure 5, suggesting
a metal-like conduction at both polarities. It is finally
of outstanding importance to remark that there is no
necessity for a RESET sweep of any kind to restore the
initial HRS since the HRS is spontaneously restored as
soon as the voltage bias is removed.

Despite the symmetric MIM strucure, the electroform-
ing has been reported just at negative polarities in test
configuration A. In order to evaluate the effect of a differ-
ent test configuration on the device behaviour, IV sweeps
have been measured under test configuration B, with the
top electrode grounded and the bias applied on the bot-
tom electrode. The results are shown in figure 5. Figure
5-(a) shows the linear IV characteristics under test con-
figuration A: the device shows a negative forming and a
volatile sweep, as described for figure 4. Yet, when the
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FIG. 6. Consecutive IV sweeps with dV/dt = 20 mV/s: the
LRS stabilizes after the first collapse.

test configuration is switched from A to B, the electro-
forming is achieved at positive bias. The HRS and LRS
are found in the GΩ range and in a metallic-like kΩ range,
respectively. LRS is again the same at both polarities.
This polarity dependent behaviour could imply that the
switching is achieved close to a well defined interface of
the film. To study the switching threshold dependency
on the electric field variation, the V̇ was decreased to V̇
= 20 mV/s and the sweeps repeated on a new device.
The voltage thresholds were shifted towards lower (or
higher for negative biases) voltages, as can be seen from
figure 6. This effect is known to be related with different
V̇ sweeps.19 The initial resistive state is, once again, an
HRS with currents below 20 pA, aligned with the values
reported previously. Following the solid, green IV curve
number 1 shown in figure, we can notice the current be-
comes unstable from 1.5 V to 2.4 V, when the switching
occurs. In this voltage region, the measured current os-
cillates between 20 pA to a maximum of 10 nA. After
the switching, a LRS of 7 kΩ is achieved. Yet, during
the last part of the sweep, the IV starts to collapse and
at 0.75 V the measured current falls back to the initial
20 pA current baseline, showing a complete reset of the
LRS. The subsequent IV curve, labelled as number 2 and
shown in solid dark blue, initially finds the device in its
HRS. As the previous IV, the current starts to oscillate
before to reach the threshold voltage. After the switch,
the LRS is again achieved. As the bias starts to decrease,
at 1.5 V the IV shows a downward jump: the resistance
changes from 7 kΩ to 20 kΩ. Differently than before, the
20 kΩ state does not collapse but it is maintained until
the bias is turned off. Any subsequent sweep, like the
dashed number 3 curve, will find a switching from HRS
to LRS with this latter maintained until the the voltage
bias reaches 0 V. The HRS must therefore be restored
only after the voltage bias is removed.
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FIG. 7. (a) The initial resistive state in α collapses, before the device switches again. (b) Presence of unstable intermediate
states is reported. (c) The device is able to self restore its initial HRS even when it undergoes into an apparent breakdown.

An intentional stress of 30 full, non-stop DC switching
cycles stress tests were performed to the devices, in order
to observe the evolution of the volatile behaviour and to
evaluate its limits before a breakdown. It was possible
to observe how, in some cases, the LRS started to be-
come more robust: figure 7-(a) shows how the switching
phenomenon does not start from the pristine HRS, but it
shows a shoulder between 0 and 0.5 V, in the region la-
belled as α. After 0.5 V, the current decreases and enters
the region β in which the current is close to values for
the pristine-like HRS. Subsequently, the device switches
in region γ, maintaining the resistive state until the bias
is removed. In figure 7-(b) the presence of intermediate
resistive states after the stress test is shown. Initially,
the device shows the same VRS described previously, as
can be seen from curve 1. The following sweep, labelled
as 2, starts from an HRS of 180 MΩ and switches to LRS
at 2.1 V. The successive light blue, dashed line sweep la-
belled as 3, starts from an HRS of 420 MΩ and switches
to LRS at 2.8 V. Finally, the red dashed 4th sweep starts
from the original HRS state and switches to LRS at 3.1
V, similarly to the curve 1.

The breakdown of the device occurs when the LRS
becomes not reversible: at this stage it is impossible a
RESET of any kind, either self-made or induced by an
applied bias. Yet, it has been observed that the HRS
can be automatically restored by the devices after a cer-
tain time. Figure 7-(c) depicts the Resistance versus
time curve. Before the breakdown and an apparently
irreversible LRS, the device was showing a VRS similar
to the ones previously described. The breakdown is de-
clared when any of the subsequent sweeps immediately
following each other shows that the LRS is maintained
by the device, independently from the sweep maximum
amplitude amplitude or polarity. Yet, after 60 seconds of
pause within sweeps, the device shows that the resistance

relaxed, increasing to 1 MΩ. The trend continues till 500
s when the initial resistance is restored. The trend ob-
served is exponential, as the linear fitting in logarithmic
scale shows. The first resistance measured at 60 seconds
seems to follow a faster the relaxation trend than the
subsequent values reported. This time dependent relax-
ation of the resistive state is found to be present at both
positive and negative polarities.

Another remarkable finding is that the application of
a compliance current to the system does not affect ex-
tensively the switching behaviour, and the LRS achieved
at the end of the sweep. As an example, a device formed
at -5.0 V with a Compliance Current (CC) of 100 µA as
achieved a LRS of 3.3 kΩ. Instead, with a CC of 1 mA,
the device showed a LRS of 2.5 kΩ, a value comparable
with the previously reported 3.3 kΩ.

IV. DISCUSSION

The IV curves show devices in an initial HRS with
currents of 20 pA and a resulting resistance up to 500
GΩ. Such an high resistance is explained by the high
grade of stoichiometry of the sputtered titanium dioxide
film, as discussed and shown in figure 3. In 1x1 µm2 de-
vices the current starts to rise before the switching with
a conduction mechanism which could be linked to dif-
ferent oxide-related phenomena like Schottky emission,
trap-assisted tunneling or Fowler-Nordheim, as also pre-
viously shown in a similar system20. At the threshold
voltage, the transition is steep and, due to the rapid in-
crease of current in the range of 5 mV/dec, it can’t be
related to the previously cited oxide-based conduction
mechanisms. These latter mechanisms are known to have
their IV slopes co-strained by an intrinsic physical limit,
known as sub threshold swing, that fixes the slope at a
maximum value of 60 mV/dec.21 The presence of a first
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sweep at higher voltage, the electroforming, is typical of a
particular type of RS known as filamentary switching22:
its role is to form a metal-like filament shorting the elec-
trodes, achieving the first RS. Any subsequent SET will
be achieved at voltages lower than the forming voltage.
In oxides, usually the filament is formed either by metal
ions23 or by oxygen ions, defects, vacancies drifting un-
der the action of the external electric field24. Titanium
Dioxide is known to be amongst the materials showing
filamentary, oxygen vacancies based RS.4 The electro-
forming step can have the role of inducing the formation
of the filament within the insulating oxide matrix. It is
important to underline that the forming appears only at
negative polarity, breaking the apparent MIM stack sym-
metry. The modification of the test configuration from
A to B and the consequent variation in the electroform-
ing, as shown in figure 2, implies that the forming step
is strongly dependent on the electric field polarity.

The estimation of the Joule Heating energy available
to the thin film system just before the switching results
to be 1 pJ or below. This value is too low to induce any
significant increase of the temperature causing a thermal-
driven switching25. For these reasons, we can conclude
that the forming is electric field driven. The same consid-
erations applies for all the SET phenomena subsequent
to the forming.

The sweeps at the lowest V̇ in figure 6 show how the de-
vice behaviour changes when the voltage variation rate is
modified. As already discussed, this behaviour is related
to the longer time available to the system to adapt to the
electric field variation. The interesting feature shown by
the slower sweeps is related to the collapse and subse-
quent stabilization of the LRS. The first shows a current
collapse and a restoration of the initial HRS before to
reach 0 V, in a behaviour which could be thought similar
to what has been reported elsewhere in materials show-
ing a Metal-Insulator Transition (MIT) behaviour, like
Vanadium Dioxide:26 this material has been long know to
shows MIT, a phenomenon that switches a film from the
original insulating HRS to a metal-like LRS with a steep
increase in current27, similarly to what has been observed
in the VRS devices. A typical fingerprint is the presence
of an Hold Voltage Threshold : during a triangular sweep,
the film returns to the original insulating HRS when it
reaches this threshold, which is observed to be always
smaller than the original switching threshold. Within
this framework, it is straightforward to understand that
the collapse of the first sweep could be related to a poten-
tial Hold Voltage due to a MIT-like phenomenon. Yet,
the subsequent sweeps make clear that the VRS cannot
be explained in terms of MITs. In the latter phenomenon,
the presence of an Hold Voltage threshold in any sweep
is very distinctive and always present. On the contrary,
the VRS shows a stabilization of the LRS sweep after
sweep, a phenomenon that is not compatible with MITs
and, moreover, it is easily explainable with a filamentary
option. Within this latter framework, the stabilization
of the LRS can be related to the diameter growth of the

conductive filament within the active layer.28 The inter-
mediate 20 kΩ state reported in sweep 2 could be related
to the partial shrinkage in filament radius that conse-
quently decreases the filament cross section and therefore
increases the overall resistance.

All these considerations corroborate the filamentary
explanation for the VRS. Yet, it is known that the finger-
print of a filamentary switching mechanism is related to
the independence of the current that the device supplies
in respect to the device electrodes area.29 In figure 8 it
is possible to observe the maximum current measured at
V=-5 volts and after the devices turned into their LRS
(reversible for VRS in smallest devices and irreversible
breakdown for larger area devices). The current mea-
sured is found to be constant at 5 mA and a resistance
of 1kΩ from 1x1 to 10x10 µm2 devices. The HRS has
always showed currents of 20 pA for all this group. The
current density peaks in the smallest area and decreases
subsequently. From 20x20 µm2 onwards, the maximum
current slightly increases, reaching a maximum values of
20 mA in 60x60 µm2 devices.
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FIG. 8. Maximum current and maximum current density
measured versus electrode side lenght.

Yet, the initial HRS was found to be more leaky with cur-
rents in the range of 100 pA. This is probably due to the
presence of additional leakage currents trough oxide de-
fects that increases the overall HRS current and may also
slightly increase the maximum current measured. Decou-
pling the area-related sneak current contributions and
the filamentary behaviour, we can conclude that smaller
devices have their LRS independent by the electrode area
up to 10x10 µm2, further corroborating the filamentary
hypotesis.

But the filamentary hypothesis does not explain the
unreported volatility observed. Figure 6 show how the
initial pristine HRS is achieved before the end of the
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sweep, clearly indicating a volatile phenomenon: in addi-
tion, the LRS collapse before the end of the sweep and its
successive stabilization could help to give an insight on
the causes of volatility. The lack in thermal energy avail-
able suggests that the forming and the switching phe-
nomena are electric field driven. From the XPS analysis,
the film is known to be close to stoichiometry. Therefore
is reasonable to assume that the density of the oxygen
vacancies in the film is low. This could lead to a weaker
filament and hence more subjected to spontaneous dis-
solution. The polarity dependent forming suggests that
the positively charged oxygen vacancies move towards
the top electrode, forming a filament with the tip moving
towards the bottom electrode. After the filament forma-
tion, the resistance drops and the current surges. The
current overshoot through the filament tip could lead to
a joule heating: locally temperatures are known to in-
crease easily till temperatures in the order of 1000 K.30

This temperature could either reoxidize the tip or en-
hance oxygen vacancies diffusion. In the first option, it
would be logical to expect that the reoxidation occurs in
high current regime when more heath energy is available,
inducing a RESET at higher voltages. Yet, it has been
shown how the filament disruption occurs when the volt-
age bias is removed and no current flows in the system.
It is therefore more likely that the thermal energy avail-
able remaining when the bias is turned off due to the
local high increase of temperature enhances the vacan-
cies diffusion and inducing a filament self-reset, before
to be completely dissipated. The exponential trend in
the resistance found in figure 7-(c) shows how the values
measured shift to the original values in a time width of
500 seconds. It is unlikely for the temperature to take
such a long time to be dissipated. It is more likely that
diffusion phenomena take place. Within this hypotesys,
figure 7-(a) caught a filament during its dissolution.

Diffusion can be possible between the vacancies-rich
filament and a thin interfacial layer between the tita-
nium dioxide matrix and the nickel bottom electrode.
The presence of a thin interfacial layer at the bottom
electrode acting that helps self diffusion is an hypothe-
sis that could explain why the electroforming is found
only at negative polarities (in configuration A). The na-
ture of the interfacial layer could be related to the expo-
sure of the nickel bottom electrode to an oxygen plasma
for several minutes, leading to a superficial oxidation.
The plasma exposure has been much shorter in previ-
ously reported devices with similar structure and a 10
nm thin layer20 and can give an explanation why a simi-
lar behaviour has not been reported before. Moreover, a
thin interfacial layer has already been associated to resis-
tive switching volatility due to ions self diffusion in oxide
systems.10

The equation describing the net ion current under the
action of an external electric field is stated as follows:31

JD = Jdiffusion + JElectric (1)

Jdiffusion is the component of the ion current taking

into account the movement of Ions due to diffusion while
JElectric the ion movement under the action of an ex-
ternal electric field. When the bias is applied, equa-
tion 1 stands and a dynamic equilibrium is reached be-
tween the two components. But when the bias is removed
JElectric −→ 0 and diffusion takes over. Equation 1 be-
comes:

JD = Jdiffusion (2)

Where Jdiffusion is defined as follows:

Jdiffusion = −D∇nD (3)

D is the diffusion cofficient for the ions, in our case oxygen
vacancies, in the film and nD the vacancies density. The
coefficient D is not constant, but it is defined as:

D = D0exp

[
− Ea

kbT

]
(4)

Where Ea is the activation energy for hopping and T the
local temperature. For the VRS devices, after the bias is
removed equation 1 is replaced by equation 2 where the
diffusion coefficient depends on the local temperature, as
shown in equation 4. When the current surges the tem-
perature peaks and the diffusion coefficient reaches its
maximum values: this phenomenon, as a consequence,
could allow a quick, thermal enhanced diffusion filament
dissolution. When the temperature decreases, the diffu-
sion continues but at a different rate. This model could
explain why the self reset happens when the bias is re-
moved and it is corroborated by the exponential trend
in resistance versus time shown in figure 7-(c) and ex-
plain the faster resistance decrease rate observed for the
value at 60 seconds in respect to the subsequent ones. In
this case, the diffusion coefficient experienced could be
higher, according to equation 4.

Therefore, the model we propose is based on an electric
field driven filament formation with the presence of a thin
nickel oxide interfacial layer. After the initial forming at
negative polarity that forms the first filament, the elec-
tric field switches the devices connecting the electrodes
by drifting the oxygen vacancies present in the film. The
filament spontaneous dissolution is driven by thermal en-
hanced diffusion which could take place between the fil-
ament tip and an interfacial nickel oxide layer.

The VRS could be exploited in crossbar arrays as ac-
cess devices. The structure and the fabrication is already
compatible with current ReRAM manufacture and the
materials involved are well known and BEOL compati-
ble. One of the co-strain that the selector must stick to
is the non linearity it can supply to the system, in order
to be able to effectively suppress sneak currents. The
VRS has shown to be able to achieve high non linearity,
up to 108, thanks to the filamentary mechanisms while
most oxide-based selector devices are limited by the sub
threshold swing coefficient. In addition, the filamentary
switching allows to supply currents of up to 10 mA with
a 1x1 µm2 device which is ideal to drive ReRAM without
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compromising crossbars’ scalability. Therefore an appli-
cation of the VRS as access device is very promising,
although it requires additional electrical characterization
which is not in the aim of this paper.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have reported the very first volatile
switching phenomenon achieved with a Titanium Dioxide
5 nm thick thin film. The switching is abrupt between a
very high insulating state and a metallic state, supplying
currents up to 10 mA in devices with 1x1 µm2 active area.
The device Physics can be explained by the temporary
formation of a metallic filament within the oxide layer un-
der the action of an external electric field. When the bias
is on, a dynamic equilibrium between electric field vacan-
cies drift and thermal enhanced dissolution is reached. As
soon as the electric field is removed the equilibrium is bro-
ken and the diffusion takes over. The possible presence of
a nickel oxide layer could trigger oxygen vacancies diffu-
sion from the filament’s tip, making the restoration of the
initial high resistive state easier. The high temperature
that rises during the switching enhances the ion diffusion
coefficient, further increasing the ion diffusion, achieving
the filament dissolution. This mechanism could be ex-
ploited in access devices for ReRAM crossbar arrays due
to its high non linearity, fabrication compatibility and
scalability, although more research is required to evalu-
ate its potential impact.
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